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Querying Heterogeneous Information Sources UsingSource DescriptionsAlon Y. LevyAT&T Laboratorieslevy@research.att.com Anand Rajaraman�Stanford Universityanand@cs.stanford.edu Joann J. OrdilleBell Laboratoriesjoann@research.att.comAbstractWe witness a rapid increase in the number of structured information sources that are avail-able online, especially on the WWW. These sources include commercial databases on productinformation, stock market information, real estate, automobiles, and entertainment. We wouldlike to use the data stored in these databases to answer complex queries that go beyond keywordsearches. We face the following challenges: (1) Several information sources store interrelateddata, and any query-answering system must understand the relationships between their con-tents. (2) Many sources are not full-featured database systems and can answer only a small setof queries over their data (for example, forms on the WWW restrict the set of queries one canask). (3) Since the number of sources is very large, e�ective techniques are needed to prune theset of information sources accessed to answer a query. (4) The details of interacting with eachsource vary greatly.We describe the Information Manifold, an implemented system that provides uniform accessto a heterogeneous collection of more than 100 information sources, many of them on the WWW.IM tackles the above problems by providing a mechanism to describe declaratively the contentsand query capabilities of available information sources. There is a clean separation between thedeclarative source description and the actual details of interacting with an information source.We describe algorithms that use the source descriptions to prune e�ciently the set of informationsources for a given query and practical algorithms to generate executable query plans. The queryplans we generate can involve querying several information sources and combining their answers.We also present experimental studies that indicate that the architecture and algorithms used inthe Information Manifold scale up well to several hundred information sources.1 IntroductionWe witness a rapid increase in the number of structured information sources that are availableonline. The World-Wide Web (WWW), in particular, is a popular medium for interacting with suchsources. The WWW is usually regarded as an interconnected collection of unstructured documents.However, a large number of structured information sources are now becoming available on the Web.1These sources include both free and commercial databases on product information, stock marketinformation, real estate, automobiles, and entertainment. The interface to such sources is typicallya collection of �ll-out forms. The query answer usually takes the form of an HTML document that�Part of this work was done while this author was visiting AT&T Bell Laboratories.1See http://www.intbc.com/sleuth/ for an index that focuses mostly on such sources.1
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Source 1: Used cars for sale.Accepts as input a category or model of car, and optionally a price range and a year range.For each car that satis�es the conditions, gives model, year, price, and seller contact information.Source 2: Luxury cars for sale. All cars in this database are priced above $20,000Accepts as input a category of car and an optional price range.For each car that satis�es the conditions, gives model, year, price, and seller contact information.Source 3: Vintage cars for sale (cars manufactured before 1950).Accepts as input a model and an optional year range.Gives model, year, price, and seller contact information for qualifying cars.Source 4: Motorcycles for sale.Accepts as input a model and an optional price range.Gives model, year, price, and seller contact information.Source 5: Car reviews database. Contains reviews for cars manufactured after 1990.Accepts as input a model and a year.Output is a car review for that model and year.Figure 1: A set of related information sources. These information sources are typical of those foundon the World-Wide Web.is very structured, and can be parsed and converted into a set of tuples or more complex data types(e.g., using techniques such as [ACM93, RU96]). There are other structured information sourcesthat are available not on the WWW such as name servers, bibliographic sources, and university-wideand company-wide information systems, and they too provide query interfaces.Most search tools available for the WWW today (e.g., AltaVista, Lycos, Inktomi) are basedon keyword search, and much research has been devoted to e�cient techniques for indexing largecollections of documents (e.g., [GGMT94, BDMS94]). Keyword search is a useful way to searcha collection of unstructured documents, but is not e�ective with structured sources. Currently,the interaction with such a large collection of structured sources is done manually. The user mustconsider the list of sources available, decide which ones to access, interact with each one individually,and manually combine answers from di�erent sources. We would like to use the data stored in thesedatabases to answer complex queries, and provide a uniform interface to the sources. In particular,the user should be able to express what he or she wants, and the system will �nd the relevantsources and obtain the answers, possibly by combining data from multiple sources.Example 1.1 Suppose we are interested in purchasing a car. The parameters of interest to usare the category of the car (sportscar or sedan), the price, the year of manufacture, the model,and the car reviews. We ask query Q: Get the price and reviews of sportscars for sale that weremanufactured no earlier than 1992. Suppose we have access to the online information sources shownin Figure 1, among many others.Some of the sources are obviously not useful to answer Q. We can straightaway determine thatSource 4 is not useful to answer this query, because it has no information about cars. We can alsoconclude that Source 3 is not relevant. Here the reasoning is more subtle: we are interested only incars manufactured after 1992, whereas Source 4 has information only on cars manufactured before1950. We are left with sources 1, 2, and 5 and two possible plans to answer Q:2
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1. Ask Source 1 for the models and prices of all sportscars manufactured after 1992. For eachmodel, obtain a review from the Source 5. Produce a set of hModel ;Price;ProductReviewituples.2. Ask Source 2 for the models, years, and prices of sportscars. From the hModel ;Year;Priceituples that result, select only those where Year � 1992. For each model in the selected tuples,obtain a review from Source 5. Produce a set of hModel ;Price;ProductReviewi tuples.Notice that in plan 1 we took advantage of the capability of Source 1 to select a speci�ed yearrange, whereas in plan 2 we had to do the selection ourselves because Source 2 cannot do it forus. Also note that the outputs of Sources 1 and 2 are enough to satisfy the inputs requirements ofSource 5 (i.e., the year and model of the car). For example, if Source 5 would also require morespeci�c information about the car (e.g., number of doors, engine type) in order to return a review,we would not be able to combine information from these three sources. It is possible to verify thatthese are the only two query plans to answer Q using these information sources. The answer to Qis the union of the sets of tuples produced by executing these two plans. 2Some of the challenges involved in providing uniform access to a large collection of informationsources are:1. Several information sources store interrelated data, and any query-answering system mustunderstand and exploit the relationships between their contents. In particular, since thenumber of sources is very large, we must have enough information about the sources thatenables us to prune the sources accessed in answering a speci�c query, and we must havee�ective techniques for prunning sources.2. Many sources are not full-featured database systems and can answer only a small set ofqueries over their data (for example, forms on the WWW restrict the set of queries one canask). Moreover, most sources contain incomplete information. For example, there are severalinformation sources advertising cars for sale. No single source contains information on allcars for sale.This paper describes the Information Manifold (IM), a fully implemented system that providesuniform access to a heterogeneous collection of more than 100 information sources, many of themon the WWW. IM tackles the above problems by providing a mechanism to describe declarativelythe contents and query capabilities of available information sources. There is a clean separationbetween the declarative source description and the actual details of interacting with an informationsource. The system uses the source descriptions to prune e�ciently the set of information sourcesfor a given query and to generate executable query plans. The query plans we generate can involvequerying several information sources and combining their answers. The contributions of this paperare the following:1. A practical mechanism to describe declaratively the contents and query capabilities of infor-mation sources. In particular, the contents of the sources are described as queries over a setof relations and classes. Consequently, it is possible to model the �ne-grained distinctionsbetween the contents of di�erent sources, and it is easy to add and delete sources. Modelingthe query capabilities of information sources is crucial in order to interact with many existingsources. 3
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2. An e�cient algorithm that uses the source descriptions to create query plans that can accessseveral information sources to answer a query. The algorithm prunes the sources that areaccessed to answer the query, and considers the capabilities of the di�erent sources. Theproblem of creating query plans is closely related to the problem of answering queries usingviews [YL87, CKPS95, LMSS95, RSU95, Qia95] which was shown to be computationallyexpensive. One of our contributions is an algorithm that is designed to scale up well inpractice to a large number of information sources.3. Experiments that show that our query planning algorithm will scale up as the number ofinformation sources increases. The experiments show the performance of our query planningalgorithm using 100 information sources, most of which are on the WWW.There are several issues to be addressed in providing a uniform interface to multiple informationsources, many of which are not addressed in this paper. In particular, the goal of Information Man-ifold is to provide only a query interface, and not update or transaction facilities. As a consequence,we do not address issues such as consistency and transaction processing which are addressed byresearch on multidatabase systems. Issues of security and payment for information are also beyondthe scope of this paper.An important issue that is addressed in our system but we do not discuss in this paper ishow we decide that two constants in two di�erent information sources refer to the same objectin the world (e.g., the same person appearing in two di�erent information sources). Briey, ourimplementation tries �rst to �nd unique identi�ers for each constant (e.g., social security numberof a person). When it cannot �nd such identi�ers it uses heuristic correspondence functions as inthe Remote-Exchange system [FHM94].1.1 Related WorkThe fundamental di�erence between our work and other work that attempts to provide accessto collections of information sources is our focus on describing declaratively the contents of aninformation source (e.g., \used cars for sale priced over $20,000") and its query capabilities. Givena query, our algorithm uses the descriptions to generate plans to answer the query. Thus ourapproach is source-centric rather than query-centric. Other projects (e.g., TSIMMIS [CGMH+94],HERMES [SAB+95]) are query-centric: they choose a set of queries, and for each such querythey provide a procedure to answer the query using the available sources. Given a new query,their algorithms answer it by trying to relate it to existing queries. Our approach has two mainadvantages. First, we are not restricted by which queries can be answered by the system. Second,it is easier to add or delete sources because we do not have to modify the query-speci�c proceduresto accomodate the changes. A more detailed discussion of related work appears in Section 6.1.2 Paper OrganizationThis paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data model underlying the InformationManifold, and Section 3 formally describes the source descriptions and query plans. Section 4presents our algorithm for pruning sources and generating query plans. In Section 5 we describethe implemented Information Manifold system and present our experimental results. Section 6discusses related work, while Section 7 contains concluding remarks.4
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2 Data ModelWe use the relational model, augmented with certain object-oriented features that are useful fordescribing and reasoning about the contents of information sources. The data model includes:� Relations of any arity.� Classes and a class hierarchy. There is a partial order � such that C � D whenever class Cis a subclass of class D.� A set of attributes associated with each class. A class also inherits attributes from its super-classes. Attributes may be single-valued or multi-valued.Relations contain tuples while classes contain objects. Each object has a unique identi�er. Theattribute values of a relation or a class can be either atomic values (strings or integers) or objectidenti�ers. An object may belong to more than one class (even if the classes are not related via�). It is possible to declare a pair of classes to be disjoint, meaning that no object can belong toboth classes.In order to be able to treat relations and classes uniformly, we associate a unary relation witheach class and a binary relation with each attribute of a class. The contents of these relations areas follows (we use the convention that the relation associated with a class has the same name asthe class, and similarly for attributes):� For class C, hXi 2 C whenever x is the identi�er of an object o and C is one of the classesof o.� For attribute A on class C, hX; Y i 2 A whenever hXi 2 C and and x:A = y (y is called theA-�ller of x).For single-valued attributes we often use A(x) to denote the only value for which A(x; y) canhold. In order that these relations fully capture the semantics of the class hierarchy, we alsoenforce certain integrity constraints. These constraints take the form of inclusion dependencies andfunctional dependencies. In particular:� Whenever C � D when C and D are viewed as classes, the inclusion dependency C � Dholds when C and D are viewed as relations.� For each auxiliary relation A(X; Y ) corresponding to a single-valued attribute A, we have thefunctional dependency A : X ! Y .� For each pair of disjoint classes C and D, C \ D = ; holds when C and D are viewed asrelations.Example 2.1 Table 1 shows some classes and their attributes. In this example, we have Car �Automobile and Automobile � Product , among other such relationships. Since Automobile �Product , Automobile inherits the attribute Model from Product . Classes NewCar and UsedCarare declared to be disjoint, reecting the fact that a car cannot be both new and used. However,class CarForSale is disjoint with neither NewCar or UsedCar . Disjointness information can alsobe inferred from the class hierarchy: UsedCar and Motorcycle are disjoint because UsedCar � Carand Car is disjoint from Motorcycle. 2 5
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Class Subclass of Attributes Disjoint fromProduct Model PersonAutomobile Product Model , Year , Category StereoMotorcycle Automobile Model , Year CarCar Automobile Model , Year , Category MotorcycleNewCar Car Model , Year , Category UsedCarUsedCar Car Model , Year , Category NewCarCarForSale Car Model , Year , Category , Price, SellerContactTable 1: A class hierarchy. The classes Person and Stereo are not shown.2.1 The World ViewIn the Information Manifold, the user poses queries in terms of a world view which is a collectionof virtual relations and classes. Thus, the world view is like a schema. We use the term world viewinstead of schema to emphasize the fact that no data is actually stored in the relations and classesof the world view.2 It serves as the schema against which the user poses queries (thereby freeingthe user from having to interact with each source schema individually), and it is used for describingthe contents of the information sources (as we explain in Section 3).Example 2.2 The world view we use throughout this paper consists of the classes in Table 1 (all theattributes of which are single-valued) and the relation ProductReview(Model ;Year ;Review). Thisrelation contains triples (M;Y;R) such that R is a review of a product of model M manufacturedin year Y (for example, a product review in the Consumer Reports). 22.2 QueriesIn this paper, a query is a conjunctive query over the set of relations in the world view (i.e., select-project-join queries) We also allow the order relations <;>;�;� to appear in queries, and werequire the queries to be range-restricted.Example 2.3 The following query asks for models, prices, and reviews of sportscars for sale thatwere manufactured no earlier than 1992 (query Q of Example 1.1):q(m; p; r)  CarForSale(c); Category(c; sportscar); Year(c; y); y � 1992;Price(c; p);Model(c;m); ProductReview(m; y; r)We use this font to denote constants and lowercase letters for variable names. 2Formally, a query is of the form:Q(X) R1(Z1); : : : ; Rn(Zn); CQwhere:2However we do not mean to imply that the world view is a schema for all domains.6
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1. R1; : : : ; Rn are relations in the world view.2. CQ is a conjunction of order subgoals of the form u�v, where � 2 f<;>;�;�g and u; v 2S1�i�n Zi.3. X � S1�i�n Zi.3 Describing Information SourcesQueries are posed to the system in terms of the world view. However, the data to answer thesequeries is actually stored in external information sources. Therefore, to answer a query, we needdescriptions that relate the contents of each information source to the classes, attributes and rela-tions in the world view. Furthermore, since sources may not be able to answer arbitrary queriesabout their contents we need to describe the capabilities of the information sources in order tocreate plans that can actually be executed.3.1 Contents of Information SourcesThere are several desiderata for descriptions of the contents of information sources:� Since the number of information sources is large and frequently changing, we should beable to add new information sources without changing the world view each time we add aninformation source, and without a�ecting the descriptions of other information sources.� Since many sources contain closely related information, the descriptions should be able tomodel �ne-grained di�erences between their contents, so that the set of sources relevant to aquery can be determined as \tightly" as possible.� We should be able to develop e�cient algorithms to determine the set of sources relevant toa query and to generate query plans that access these sources.We model the contents of an information source as tuples in one or more relations, or objectsin one or more classes. Two challenges arise in precisely describing contents of sources in terms ofthe world view:1. When adding a new information source, it is often the case that the tuples in the sourcedo not correspond directly to tuples in any one relation of the world view. For example,suppose our world view includes the relation Teaches(Course;Teacher;Hour ;Room), but theonline course listing makes available only (Course;Teacher) pairs. We could introduce a newrelation corresponding to these pairs in the world view, but doing so means modifying theworld view. Furthermore, that would require having many relations in the world view andexpressing complex dependencies between them in order to capture the relationship betweencontents of di�erent sources. Our solution is to describe the online course listing as containingtuples in the relation �Course;Teacher (Teaches).2. Even when the objects or tuples in an information source may be thought of as belongingdirectly to a relation or class in the world view, we may wish to specify certain additional7
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Source 1: Used cars for sale.Contents: V1(c) � CarForSale(c); UsedCar(c)Capabilities: (fModel(c);Category(c)g, fModel(c);Category(c);Year(c);Price(c); SellerContact(c)g;fYear(c);Price(c)g; 1; 4)Source 2: Luxury cars for sale. All cars in this database are priced above $20,000Contents: V2(c) � CarForSale(c); Price(c; p); p � 20000Capabilities: (fModel(c);Category(c)g, fModel(c);Category(c);Year(c);Price(c); SellerContact(c)g;fPrice(c)g; 1; 3)Source 3: Vintage cars for sale (cars manufactured before 1950).Contents: V3(c) � CarForSale(c); Year(c; y); y � 1950Capabilities: (fModel(c)g, fModel(c);Category(c);Year(c);Price(c); SellerContact(c)g;fPrice(c)g; 1; 2)Source 4: Motorcycles for sale.Contents: V4(c) � Motorcycle(c)Capabilities: (fModel(c)g; fModel(c);Year(c);Price(c); SellerContact(c)g; fPrice(c)g; 1; 2)Source 5: Car reviews database. Contains reviews for cars manufactured after 1990.Contents: V5(m; y; r)� Car(c);Model(c;m); Year(c; y); ProductReview(m; y; r)Capabilities: (fm; yg; fm; y; rg; fg; 2; 2)Figure 2: Source descriptions for the sources in Figure 1constraints that these objects or tuples satisfy. For example, consider the vintage car infor-mation source from Example 1.1. Even though each object in the source belongs to classCarForSale, we would like to specify that all the cars in this source were manufactured before1950; we saw how we could use this additional information to prune this source as irrelevantto the query in Example 1.1.The solution to both these problems is to specify the tuples (or objects) in an informationsource in terms of a query over the relations in the world view. For example, we say that the onlinecourse listing source discussed above contains tuples in the relation CourseList(Course;Teacher),such that: CourseList(course; teacher) � Teaches(course; teacher ; hour ; room)We describe the vintage car source as containing tuples of relation CarForSale(c) such that:VintageCar(c) � CarForSale(c); Year(c; y); y � 1950More formally, each source is modeled as containing tuples of a relation (or several relations)which we call source relations. The names of the source relations are disjoint from the names of theworld view relations. For each source relation, we specify a conjunctive query over the world viewthat describes the conditions the tuples in the relation must satisfy. Note that the source need notcontain all the tuples that satisfy the query; for example, no database of cars for sale contains allcars for sale. We emphasize this incompleteness by using the connective � to relate the head andbody of the description instead of the conventional  used in queries. Figure 2 shows the contentdescriptions corresponding to the informal descriptions in Figure 1.8
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It should be emphasized that the features of our data model (the class hierarchy, disjointnessof classes and built-in predicates) and the fact that we describe contents as queries enables us todescribe very tightly the contents of the sources, and therefore to be able to prune the sourcesrelevant to a given query. Furthermore, adding sources does not a�ect the descriptions of otherinformation sources. In Section 4 we show that we can e�ectively use the descriptions to createquery plans. Finally, it should be noted that we do not claim that our data model integrates therelational and object oriented data model. It simply provides a mechanism necessary to describesources using those data models, so that we can query them.3.2 Capabilities of Information SourcesThe content description tells us what is in an information source, but it does not tell us whichqueries the source can answer about its contents. A conventional relational database can answerany relational query over its relations. However, information sources in general may permit onlya subset of all relational queries over their relations. For example, we saw that the cars for saledatabase in Example 1.1 answers the query: Given a price range and a category of car, what cars ofthis category are available for sale within this price range? However, the source will not answer thequery: List all cars in the database. Furthermore, when a source contains instances of a class, it maybe able to answer queries only about a subset of the attributes of the class.When generating query plans it is important to adhere to the capabilities of the informationsources and exploit them as much as possible. In Example 1.1, the query plan involving sources 2and 5 was di�erent from the plan involving sources 1 and 5 because source 1 was able to performthe selection on the year of the car.We describe the capabilities of an information source using capability records. Capability recordsare meant to capture the two kinds of capabilities encountered most often in practice, which are (1)the ability of sources to apply a (perhaps limited) number of selections, and the limited forms ofvariable bindings that an information source can accept (also called query templates in [RSU95]).The capability records specify which inputs can be given to the source, the minimum and maximumnumber of inputs allowed, the possible outputs of the source and the selections the source can apply.Sources with capabilities to perform arbitrary relational operators are considered in [LRU96].Formally, a capability record speci�es which parameters can be given to the source. A parameterof a source relation R(X) is either a variable x 2 X or A(x) where A is an attribute nameand x 2 X. With every source relation we associate exactly one capability record of the form(Sin; Sout; Ssel; min;max), where Sin, Sout and Ssel are sets of parameters of R, and min and maxare integers. Every variable in X must appear in either Sin or Sout (either the variable itself or anattribute on it). The meaning of the capability description is the following. In order to obtain atuple of R from the information source, the information source must be given a binding for at leastmin elements of Sin. If we provide the values a1; : : : ; an for the elements �1; : : : ; �n in Sin, we willobtain all the tuples in the information source that satisfy �1 = a1; : : : ; �n = an.The elements in Sout are the parameters that can be returned from the information source. Theelements of Ssel, which must be a subset of Sin [ Sout, are parameters on which the source canapply selections of the form � op c, where c is a constant and op 2 f�; <; 6=;=g. Given a sourcerelation R, providing the information source with the values a1; : : : ; an for the elements �1; : : : ; �nin Sin, asking for the values of �1; : : : ; �l in Sout, and passing the selections 1; : : : ; k to the source9
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will produce the tuples (Y1; : : : ; Yl) that satisfy the following conjunction:R0(Y1; : : : ; Yl) : �R(X1; : : : ; Xm); �1 = a1; : : : ; �n = an; �1 = Y1; : : : ; �l = Yl; 1; : : : ; k:Given a content description of the form R � QR and input/output speci�cations as describedabove, the following is called the augmented description of R w.r.t. the input/output speci�cations:R0(Y1; : : : ; Yl) � QR; �1 = a1; : : : ; �n = an; �1 = Y1; : : : ; �l = Yl; 1; : : : ; k:In our query-planning algorithm we use a speci�c canonical augmented description of R in whichthe inputs include all of Sin, the outputs include all of Sout and there are no selections.Example 3.1 The vintage-car information source can handle any query on relation VintageCar(c)that bind at least one of model and category and can also handle range selections on year and price.It can return the model, year, price, category and seller contact information of the car. We candescribe it using the capability record:hfModel(c);Category(c)g; fModel(c);Category(c);Year(c);Price(c); SellerContact(c)g;fYear(c);Price(c)g; 1; 4iFigure 2 lists the capability records describing the information sources in our example. 23.3 Query PlansA query plan is a sequence of accesses to information sources interspersed with local processingoperations. A query plan must combine information from various sources in a way that guaranteessemantically correct answers, and must adhere to the capabilities of the information sources. Weexplain these notions below. Given a query Q of the formQ(X) R1(Z1); : : : ; Rn(Zn); CQa plan to answer it consists of a set of conjunctive plans. Conjunctive plans are like conjunctivequeries except that we also specify the inputs and outputs to every subgoal. Formally, a conjunctiveplan is of the form:P : Q(X) V1(U1) (in1; out1; sel1) ; : : : ;Vm(Um) (inm; outm; selm) ;CP :Each of the Vi's is a source relation. The sets ini and outi are parameters on U i, and seli is setof selections applied to the parameters of U i. An element of ini is of the form p1 : p2, where p1 isone of the parameters that can be passed to the information source, and p2 is is a parameter whosevalue either appears explicitly in the query or is in out1 [ : : :[ outi�1. CP is a set of selections thatare applied locally by the query executor. A plan P is executable if the capabilities of the sourcesare satis�ed, i.e., for every i, 1 � i � m, (ini; outi; seli) is consistent with the capability record ofthe source Vi, and� ini � Qin [ out1 [ : : :[ outi�1, where Qin is the set of parameters available explicitly in thequery. 10
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To de�ne the semantic correctness of a conjunctive plan, we consider the augmented contentdescriptions of the information sources. Recall that given the input and output speci�cations, eachinformation source is modeled as containing a subset of the tuples of a relation Vi de�ned by aconjunctive query Si. Therefore, we can consider the expansion of the plan P as the query P 0obtained by expanding the de�nitions of the subgoals Vi. Formally P 0 is obtained by replacing thesubgoal Vi(U i) by the body of the query Si after unifying the head variables of Qi with U i. Theconjunctive plan P is said to be semantically correct if P 0 is contained in Q, i.e., for any extensionof the world view relations that satis�es the integrity constraints, the answer to P 0 would be asubset of the answer to Q.Example 3.2 Consider our query asking for sports cars manufactured in 1992 or later:q(m; p; r)  CarForSale(c); Category(c; sportscar); Year(c; y); y � 1992;Price(c; p);Model(c;m); ProductReview(m; y; r)The following is a semantically correct plan for the query:P1 : Q(m; p; r)  V1(c) (fCategory(c) : sportscarg;fPrice(c);Model(c)g; fYear(c) � 1992 ; Category(c) = sportscarg);V2(m; y; r) (fm :Model(c); y : Y ear(c)g; frg; fg):To see why, consider the expansion query P 01 of P1 obtained by unfolding the augmented descriptionsof V1 and V2:P 01 : Q(m; p; r)  CarForSale(c); UsedCar(c); Category(c; t); t = sportscar;Model(c;m);Year(c; y); Price(c; p); ProductReview(m; y; r); y � 1992The query P 01 is contained in Q. To see why, suppose t is a tuple generated by P 01; then t satis�esall the conjuncts in the body of P 01. The body of P 01 contains all the conjuncts in the body of thequery Q (it also contains additional conjuncts), and so t must also satisfy the query Q. 23.4 Answers to a queryIn the de�nition of a semantically correct plan we required only that P 0 be contained in Q and notequivalent to Q. There are two reasons for this. First, even if P 0 were equivalent to Q, the answerobtained by executing the conjunctive plan P may not be complete because the sources may beincomplete. Second, conjunctive plans that produce only a subset of the answer are also useful. Forexample, if we are searching for sports cars manufactured after 1992, and we have an informationsource with cars manufactured after 1994, we would still want to query it.To conclude this section, we de�ne the set of answers to the query Q as all the tuples thatcan be obtained by some executable and semantically correct conjunctive plan for Q. In the nextsection we describe our algorithm for computing query plans.3.5 Interface ProgramsDescribing source query capabilities in terms of capability records provides a clean separationbetween query planning and the actual details of interacting with each information source. Thesedetails are encoded in interface programs. Logically, there is one interface program that accepts11
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any query template available at the source and returns the appropriate answer. The interfaceprogram accepts the bound parameters to a query corresponding to the template, interacts withthe information source (which typically involves going over the network), and produces a relationcorresponding to the free parameters in the query template. Interface programs also handle detailssuch as contacting replicas if an information source is unavailable. Some of the details are given inSection 5.4 Algorithms for Answering QueriesIn this section, we present the algorithm used in the Information Manifold to generate semanticallycorrect and executable query plans for a given query Q. Our algorithm proceeds in two stages. Inthe �rst stage, we generate conjunctive plans that are semantically correct. In the second stage wetry to order the conjuncts of the plan to ensure that they are executable, i.e., that they satisfy thecapability requirements of the query.4.1 Generating Semantically Correct Query PlansAs explained in the previous section, a semantically correct plan guarantees that the answersproduced will actually be answers to the query. In our discussion about semantically correct planswe ignore the input/output speci�cations of each subgoal in the plan (which will be computed inSection 4.2). Thus, in our discussion plans can be viewed as conjunctive queries.3 As implied bythe previous section, �nding a semantically correct query plan amounts to �nding a conjunctivequery Q0 that uses only the source relations and is contained in the given query Q. Therefore, ourproblem is closely related to the problem of answering queries using views [LMSS95, RSU95, YL87,CKPS95, Qia95], where the source relations play the role of the views.The problem of answering queries using views is the following. Given a query Q using therelations E1; : : : ; Em, and a set of view de�nitions V1; : : : ; Vn, over the same relations, �nd a queryQ0 that uses V1; : : : ; Vn, such that Q is equivalent to Q0. There are two di�erences between ourproblem and previous treatments of the view rewriting problem. First, we require the rewritingonly to contained in the query (but be a satis�able query!), and not necessarily equivalent to thequery. Second, we want to �nd all the rewritings of the query using the source relations, twoequivalent plans (that use di�erent information sources) will not necessarily produce the same setof answers.The problem of answering queries using views is known to be NP-complete in [LMSS95], evenfor conjunctive queries without constraints. The algorithm suggested there is not very practicalsince it requires guessing a rewriting Q0, and then checking whether it is a semantically correctsolution. The main source of complexity is the fact that there are an exponential number ofcandidate rewritings. This is especially signi�cant in our context because that algorithm would beexponential in the number of information sources. We now describe an algorithm that exploits thecharacteristics of the domain to drastically reduce the number of candidate rewritings considered.Our algorithm has two steps. In the �rst, we compute a bucket for each subgoal in the query,each containing the information sources from which tuples of that subgoal can be obtained. Inthe second step, we consider all the possible combinations of information sources, one from each3We use the canonical augmented description of each source for testing correctness.12
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Algorithm CreateBuckets(V ,Q)Inputs: V is a set of content descriptions, and Q is a conjunctive query of the formQ : Q( �X) R1( �X1); : : : ; Rm( �Xm); CQ:Set Bucket i to ; for 1 � i � m.For i = 1; : : : ; n do:For each V 2 VLet V be of the form:V (~Y ) � S1( �Y1); : : : ; Sn( �Yn); CVFor j = 1; : : : ; n doIf Ri = Sj or Ri and Sj are nondisjoint classesLet  be the mapping de�ned on the variables of V as follows:If y is the j'th variable in �Yj and y 2 �Ythen  (y) = xj , where xj is the j'th variable in �Xi.else  (y) is a new variable that does not appear in Q or V .Let Q0 be the 0-ary query:Q0  R1( �X1); : : : ; Rm( �Xm); CQ; S1( ( �Y1)); : : : ; Sn( ( �Yn));  (CV )If Satis�able(Q) then add  (V ) to Bucket i.End.Figure 3: Algorithm to create the relevant buckets for each query subgoal. The procedureSatis�able(Q0) tests whether a query Q0 is satis�able. It tests that the conjunction of built-inatoms is satis�able, and that there are no two subgoals C(x) and D(x) where C and D are dis-joint classes. We assume that the source descriptions are given to the algorithm in their canonicalaugmented form.bucket, and check whether it's a semantically correct plan. As we see in Section 5.2, the �rst step,whose running-time is polynomial in the number of sources, considerably reduces the number ofpossibilities considered in the second step. The details of the �rst step are given in Figure 3.Example 4.1 Consider our query asking for sports cars manufactured no sooner than 1992:q(m1; p1; r1)  CarForSale(c1); Category(c1; sportscar); Year(c1; y1); y � 1992;Price(c1; p1);Model(c1; m1); ProductReview(m1; y1; r1)and consider what happens when algorithm CreateBuckets looks at Source 1 and the �rst subgoalof our query CarForSale(c1). The canonical augmentation of the content description of Source 1is:V 01(m; t; y; p; s)� CarForSale(c); UsedCar(c);Model(c;m); Category(c; t);Year(c; y);Price(c; p); SellerContact(c; s)therefore, the algorithm will �nd the mapping c! c1 and check whether the following conjunctionis satis�able:44Note that some variables (e.g., y1 and y) get equated because of the single-valued attributes.13
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CarForSale(c1); Category(c1; sportscar); Year(c1; y1); y1 � 1992;Price(c1; p1);Model(c1; m1); ProductReview(m1; y1; r1); UsedCar(c1); SellerContact(c1; s)Since the classes CarForSale and UsedCar are not disjoint, the conjunction is satis�able andSource 1 is added to bucket1. In a similar fashion, Source 2 is added to bucket2. Source 3 does notget added because (y � 1950; y � 1992) is not satis�able, and Source 4 does not get added becauseCarForSale and Motorcycle are disjoint classes. Source 5 is the only source in the bucket of thesubgoal ProductReview(m1; y1; r1). 2In the second step of the algorithm we consider every conjunctive query Q0 of the formQ0 : q0( �X) : � V1( �Y1); : : : ; Vn( �Yn); Cqwhere Vi is the head of a description in the bucket of the ith subgoal of Q. Any minimal subset ofQ0 that is either� contained in Q, or� can be made to be contained in Q by adding subgoals of built-in predicatesis added to the list of semantically correct solutions. To test containment, we can use an extensionof a containment algorithm for conjunctive queries with built-in predicates [LS93] that considers thethe functional dependencies (as in [CM77]) and the inclusion dependencies. Although containmentis known to be intractable in general, its intractability is in the size of the query (which tends to besmall), and only occurs when queries have multiple occurrences of the same relations. Consequently,the complexity of containment is not a problem in practice.Example 4.2 As shown in Example 3.2 the query resulting from combining sources 1 and 5 iscontained in the original query, and is therefore a semantically correct plan. Note that as a �rststep in the containment check we propagate the functional dependencies enforced by the single-valued attributes, and then we remove multiple occurrences of identical conjuncts. 2Our algorithm considers rewritings that have at most one source from each bucket. Conse-quently, we consider only rewritings that have at most the number of subgoals in the query (notcounting the built-in subgoals). The result of [LMSS95] implies that when functional dependenciesare not present and built-in predicates do not appear in the content descriptions, it su�ces toconsider only rewritings of this length. This means that although they may be longer rewritingsthat produce semantically correct conjunctive plans, any answer that would be obtained from alonger rewriting would also be produced by a rewriting whose length is bounded by the size of thequery. However, as shown in [LMSS95, RSU95], in theory, the bound on the size of the rewritingdoes not hold when either functional dependencies, built-in subgoals or binding patterns occur. Insuch cases, we would need to take more than one source from each bucket in order to guaranteethat we �nd all solutions. It should be noticed that in practice we have not found that we missedsolutions because of bounding the length of rewritings we consider.14
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4.2 Finding an Executable OrderingIn the second step of creating query plans we consider the semantically correct plans and try toorder the subgoals in such a way that the plan will be executable, i.e., will adhere to the capabilityrequirements of the information sources. Figure 4 describes an algorithm that given a semanticallycorrect plan, �nds an ordering on its subgoals that is executable, if such an ordering exists. Thealgorithm proceeds by maintaining a list of available parameters, and at every point adds to theordering any subgoal whose input requirements are satis�ed. Finally, the algorithm pushes as manyselections as possible to the sources.procedure create-executable-plan(Q0)/� Input: Q0 is a semantically correct conjunctive plan whose non-interpreted subgoals are U1; : : : ; Un. �/The capability record of the information source of Ui is (ini; outi; seli;mini;maxi).We assume all bindings in Q0 are given explicitly using the = relation as a conjunct.Output: an executable query plan P 0, which is an ordering V1; : : : ; Vn of U1; : : : ; Un,and triplets (V iin; V iout; V isel) specifying the inputs and outputs of the conjuncts.CP 0 is the set of selections that will be applied locally. �/QueryBindings = The set of variables in Q0 bound by values in the query.Qout = The head variables of Q0.QuerySelections = The set of variables in Q0 for which the query contains a selection.BindAvail0 = QueryBindings.for i = 1; : : : ; nThe i'th subgoal in the ordering, Vi, is any subgoal Uj of Q0 that was not chosen earlier andat least minj of the parameters in inj are in BindAvaili�1 .if there is no such subgoal, return plan not executable, elseBindAvaili = BindAvaili�1 [ outj.V iin = A minimal set of parameters in BindAvaili�1 that satis�ed the input requirement of Uj.V iout = All the parameters in outj .end forif Qout 6� BindAvailn return plan not executable.for i = 1; : : :nRemove any element from V iout that is not needed as an input to a subsequent subgoal or for Qout.Add to as many parameters as possible from QuerySelections [BindAvaili�1 to V iinand selections using these parameters to V isel such that the cardinality of V iin [ V isel doesnot exceed the input capacity of its source.CP 0 includes all the built-in atoms in Q0 that are not in one of the V isel's.end create-executable-plan.Figure 4: An algorithm for computing an executable ordering of a semantically correct plan. Weassume that any pair of variables that are forced to be equal because of the functional dependencieshave already been equated in the input.Example 4.3 Consider the semantically correct plan for answering our sportscar query:P1 : Q(m; p; r)  V1(c); V2(m; y; r); Model(c;m); Y ear(c; y); Category(c; sportscar); y � 1992:15
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The set of available bindings in the query are fCategory(c)g. Therefore, the input require-ments of V1(c) are satis�ed and so it is put �rst. The outputs of V1(c) are fModel(c); Price(c);Y ear(c); SellerContact(c)g, therefore BindAvail1 = fCategory(c);Model(c); Price(c); Y ear(c);SellerContact(c)g, and so the input requirements of V2(m; y; r) are satis�ed. Since the secondinformation source provides the review, the ordering is executable. Finally, we add y � 1992 tothe selections of the �rst source. We remove SellerContact(c) from the outputs of the �rst subgoalbecause it is not needed anywhere in the query. 2The following theorem shows that our algorithm will �nd an ordering of a plan whenever anexecutable ordering exists, and will do so in polynomial time. A proof sketch is given in theappendix.Theorem 4.1: Let Q0 be a semantically correct plan. If there is an ordering of the subgoals ofQ0 that results in an executable plan, then procedure create-executable-plan will �nd it. Therunning time of the procedure is polynomial in the size of Q0. 2Algorithm create-executable-plan is a generalization of an algorithm by Morris [Mor88] forordering subgoals in the presence of binding constraints. The key di�erence is that our capabilityrecords encode a set of possible binding patterns for each subgoal, and we �nd an ordering thatchooses one pattern from every such set. Furthermore, our binding patterns involve not onlyvariables occuring in the query, but also attributes on them, and also the possibility of pushingselections on parameters.Our descriptions allow only one capability record for every source relation. This restrictionessentially means that the parameters that can be obtained from the source do not depend onwhich parameters were chosen in order to satisfy its input requirements (note that we are referringto the names of the parameters, not their values!). In practice, we have found this to be su�cientto describe the sources we encountered. Conceivably, there may be situations in which it will notsu�ce, and the output set depends on which set of input parameters we used. The following theoremshows that in such a case, the problem of determining whether there exists an executable orderingfor a plan is intractable, and therefore the choice we made also has important computationaladvantages. The proof of the theorem is given in the appendix.Theorem 4.2: If every source relation in the content descriptions of information sources couldhave more than one capability record of the form (Sin; Sout; Ssel; min;max), then the problem ofdetermining whether a semantically correct plan can have an executable ordering is NP-complete.25 Implementation5.1 The Information Manifold SystemThe Information Manifold system uses the techniques described in the previous sections to providea uniform query interface to structured information sources on the World Wide Web and internalsources at AT&T Bell Laboratories. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the Information Manifoldsystem. 16
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Figure 5: Architecture of the Information ManifoldUsers interact with the Information Manifold through a web based interface. The interfaceenables users to browse the categories of information available (i.e., the world view), and to seewhich information sources are available. Users can formulate queries either using templates that areavailable for classes in the world-view, or by combining such templates into an arbitrary conjunctivequery.When a query is posed, the system uses the descriptions of information sources, as explained inthe previous section, in order to decide which sources are relevant, and to compute the various waysin which answers to the query can be found (i.e., the executable solutions). An important aspect ofthe system is that it provides a stream of answers to the user, and therefore tries to minimize thetime taken to begin and sustain the stream, as opposed to minimizing the time taken to provide allthe answers to the query. Minimizing the time to the early tuples is important because the user islikely to �nd a satisfactory answer before all answers are exhausted. The plan executor also triesto access information sources in parallel, whenever the plan allows for parallelism.The system currently provides access to over 100 information sources in various domains, in-cluding name servers, publication databases, market databases and entertainment sources (e.g.,movie and video databases, CD stores). Our method of describing information sources has provedto be useful in practice by enabling us to quickly and accurately model a large number of sources,while leaving the world-view relatively stable. We have developed a set of tools which enable usto speed up the process of generating interface programs to information sources on the WWW. Inparticular, many sources on the WWW have a form-based interface. We have developed a toolin which we simply determine the correspondence between the variables used in the form and the17
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Query Number of Max. bucket Plans Plans Time per Total timesources size enumerated generated plan (sec.) (sec.)20 1 7 1 0.55 0.5540 1 7 1 0.56 0.561 60 2 26 2 0.85 1.7080 2 26 2 0.85 1.70100 2 26 2 0.85 1.7020 2 7 1 0.57 0.5740 3 11 2 0.48 0.962 60 5 35 6 0.49 2.9580 6 44 8 0.40 3.20100 7 72 8 0.75 6.0020 2 8 2 0.28 0.5640 2 8 2 0.28 0.563 60 2 8 2 0.28 0.5680 6 49 6 0.22 1.32100 10 120 10 0.22 2.20Table 2: Query planning statistics for queries 1, 2, and 3 as the number of available informationsources is varied between 20 and 100.world view, and then specify a grammar describing the format of the answers obtained from thesource, and the bulk of the interface program is generated automatically. Several of the interfaceprograms use an outerjoin-based technique [RU96] to convert hierarchically structured documentsinto relations.5.2 Experimental ResultsIn order to experimentally evaluate our algorithms, we selected a set of queries and studied howvarious parameters varied as we increased the number of information sources available to the system.Here we illustrate our results using three representative queries:� Query 1: Find titles and years of movies featuring Tom Hanks.� Query 2: Find titles and reviews of movies featuring Tom Hanks.� Query 3: Find telephone number(s) for Alaska Airlines.For each query, we varied the number of information sources available to the system from 20to 100 and measured various parameters. The results are shown in Table 2. All our experimentswere run on a SGI Challenge computer with a clock speed of 150MHz. Maximum bucket sizeis the number of sources in the largest bucket created using Algorithm CreateBuckets. Plansenumerated is the number of candidate plans enumerated in the second stage of the query planningalgorithm, while plans generated is the total number of semantically correct and executable queryplans actually generated for a given query. Table 2 also gives the total time taken to generate allquery plans and the time per plan. 18
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Query 3Query 2Query 1
1009080706050403020

6543210Figure 6: Total query planning time in seconds versus number of information sources.We note that the number of information sources relevant to a query generally increases withthe total number of sources available. However, Algorithm CreateBuckets is extremely e�ectivein pruning away irrelevant sources. The e�ectiveness of the pruning is measured in terms of thereduction in the number of candidate plans that are enumerated when creating semantically correctplans. If there were no pruning (as suggested by the nondeterministic algorithm in [LMSS95]), wewould have to enumerate O(njQj) plans for query Q, where n is the total number of informationsources and jQj is the number of subgoals in Q. For example, with 100 sources, we would haveto enumerate more than 1 million plans for Query 1. However, the number of plans we actuallyenumerate is only 26 (a function of the product of the bucket sizes). This pruning is extremely im-portant to ensure the scalability of our system, since we have to do an expensive query containmentcheck for each enumerated plan.Observe also that although Query 1 and Query 2 both ask about movies, the number of sourcesrelevant to Query 2 is more than the number of sources relevant to Query 1 (7 versus 2 with 100sources, for example). This di�erence is due to our ability to model �ne-grained distinctions amongmovie sources, which enables us to prune away certain sources for Query 1 that are relevant toQuery 2.Figure 6 plots the total time to generate all query plans for each query against the number ofinformation sources available to the system. It is seen that the overall time generally increases withthe number of information sources, but not exponentially. Due to the e�ective pruning, the timefor plan generation is more a function of the number of relevant information sources than of totalnumber of information sources.The total time for query planning is not a very good indicator of system response time. In theInformation Manifold, each query plan is executed a soon as it is generated, in parallel with furtherplanning and executing other plans. Thus, a better measure of response time is the average time19
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Query 3Query 2Query 1
1009080706050403020

10.80.60.40.20Figure 7: Average time per plan in seconds versus number of information sources.to generate one query plan. We plot the average time per plan against the number of informationsources in Figure 7. In contrast to the total query planning time, we observe that the averageplan time does not always increase with the number of information sources, nor does it increase asrapidly. This e�ect is due to the fact that increasing the number of sources available generally alsoincreases the number of possible query plans. Finally, we observe that the average time per planis within a tight range of less than 1 second for the queries we study, even when the number ofinformation sources is large. This time is to be contrasted with the time taken to execute a queryplan, which typically involves going over a network. For example, executing a query plan for Query2, which involves querying multiple sources, parsing their answers, and computing a join, takes asmuch as 30 seconds with typical wide area network speeds.6 Related WorkOur approach to integrating multiple information sources can be seen as treating the sources as amultidatabase or as a federated database (e.g., [ASD+91, FHM94, HBP94, LMR90]). In fact, thecontent descriptions of information sources can be viewed as a generalization of exported schemasin multidatabases. However, in multidatabases the correspondence between the contents of theindividual databases and the global schema is more direct. As one example, in the Pegasus sys-tem [ASD+91] every external database is modeled as a class in the class hierarchy, which is disjointfrom other classes. It is then possible to de�ne superclasses that represent unions of databases.In the Information Manifold the contents of an information source can be de�ned as an arbitraryconjunctive query on classes and relations in the world-view. Therefore we do not have to create aclass for every source, and we are able to make more �ne-grained distinctions between the contentsof sources. This di�erence has proven very important in practice in order to quickly add informa-20
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tion sources. In Pegasus, determining the set of databases to access in order to answer a query issimple, because it is immediate from the query. One of the key di�culties in the Information Man-ifold is determining which information sources are relevant to a query. Finally, source capabilitiesare not considered in the multidatabase literature. The upshot of these di�erences is that in theInformation Manifold the user can more easily specify what he or she wants, rather than havingto formulate a query in a way that would guarantee that all the relevant information sources areaccessed. On the other hand, it should be noted that since our goal is only to provide a queryinterface to the information sources, we are not concerned with issues of consistency and updatingthe information sources as in multidatabases.In [LSK95] a language for describing information sources that was less expressive than the onewe describe here was proposed. The language did not consider the capability descriptions, andthe algorithms described for �nding relevant information sources did not deal with the case wheresource descriptions are given as queries on the world-view relations. Consequently, only a limitedrange of information sources could be incorporated. Practical algorithms and evaluation were alsonot discussed there.Several systems (e.g., TSIMMIS [CGMH+94, PGGMU95], SIMS [ACHK94], HERMES [SAB+95],CARNOT [WAC+93], DISCO [FRV95], Nomenclator [Ord93, OM93]) for integrating multiple in-formation sources are being built on the notion of amediator [Wie92]. The key aspect distinguishingInformation Manifold from the other systems is its generality, i.e., that it provides a source indepen-dent, query independent mediator. Instead of being tailored to speci�c information sources and/orspeci�c queries on these information sources, the input to Information Manifold is a set of descrip-tions of the contents and capabilities of the sources. Given a query, the Information Manifold willconsider the descriptions and the query, and will create a plan for answering the query using thesources. Consequently, we do not have to build a new mediator for di�erent queries or informationsources. For example, the Nomenclator system incorporates multiple CCSO, X.500 and relationalname servers. Source descriptions are given as equality selections on a single relation, and queriescan only reference one relation.The SIMS system [ACHK94] also describes information sources independently of the queriesthat are subsequently asked on them. The descriptions in the Information Manifold are richer thanthose in SIMS because they allow relations of arbitrary arity, and in particular allow us to expressthe fact that an information source contains a conjunctive view over world-view relations (eitherclasses, roles or relations of higher arity). SIMS does not consider capability descriptions of thesources. SIMS, as well as the Internet Softbot [EW94] use Arti�cial Intelligence planning techniquesfor determining the relevant information sources and creating a query plan. These approachesdo not provide the guarantees of ours, that is that we �nd all and only the relevant sources.Furthermore, it is not clear how their techniques will scale up to large numbers of informationsources. In contrast, most of the algorithms we use are e�cient, and the sources of complexity(e.g., containment checks) are well understood and are limited in practice. The advantage ofgeneral purpose planning techniques is the exibility in dealing with unexpected problems duringquery evaluation [Kno95].Finally, there are several indexing systems for �nding information on the World Wide Web(e.g., Harvest [BDMS94], Gloss [GGMT94], Yahoo, Lycos). However, all these systems are based onkeyword searches on contents or annotations of documents, and are only able to retrieve documentsthat match these keywords. They cannot answer semantically meaningful queries that requireconsidering the contents of the sources. The W3QS [KS95] is a system for specifying high-level21
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queries over unstructured information sources. This system enables the user to specify in the querypatterns of nodes on the web and properties of such nodes (that can be checked using existing Unixutilities). W3QS is a very useful tool that enables a lot of otherwise manually done search to bedone by a search engine, but it does not make use of contents of structured sources, and combineinformation from multiple sources.7 Conclusions and Future WorkWe described the query planning algorithms used in Information Manifold, a novel system thatprovides a uniform query interface to distributed structured information sources. The InformationManifold frees the user from having to interact with each information source separately, and tocombine information from multiple sources. The techniques underlying the Information Manifoldare applicable to sources on the WWW as well as other collections of information sources suchas company-wide databases. The key aspect of our system is a mechanism for describing thecontents and capabilities of the available information sources. This enables expressing �ne-graineddistinctions between the contents of di�erent information sources, thereby enabling us to prune thesources that are irrelevant to a given query. A novel aspect of our system is that it describes thecapabilities of information sources in addition to their contents, which is crucial in order to interactwith remote sources. Our contributions include practical algorithms for deciding which informationsources are relevant to a query, and how to combine them in a way that adheres to the capabilitiesof the sources and exploits them when possible. Our architecture and algorithms have been usefulin practice, allowing us to describe many existing information encountered. The end result is the�rst system that provides a database-like interface to over 100 structured information sources onthe WWW.The world-view with which the user interacts is designed with respect to the set of informationsources to which we expect to provide access. An important issue is designing tools to obtaindescriptions of information sources easily. In [LO95] we describe one such �elded tool designed toobtain descriptions of name server sources. The tool is based on asking the administrators of thename servers to annotate example entries from their databases so that we can infer the contentdescriptions of the source from the annotations.There are several important areas of research we are currently pursuing. First, we are consider-ing how to extend our source descriptions so that we will be able to infer that a source is relevantto a query with some degree of likelihood. For example, if we are searching for papers on databasesystems, and have access to a repository of papers on operating systems, we cannot completely ig-nore the repository, because we cannot state that these two �elds are disjoint. However, we wouldlike to access this repository only after we have accessed all other repositories that are closer todatabase systems. The second extension we are considering is extending our modeling mechanismand algorithms to be able to deal partially with unstructured information sources.AcknowledgmentsThe authors thank Marie-Christine Rousset, Avi Silberschatz, Anthony Tomasic and Je� Ullmanfor comments on earlier versions of this paper. 22
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AppendixProof Sketch of Theorem 4.1: The main observation underlying the proof is that if there isan ordering of the subgoals of Q0, and a subgoal Vi appears in the i'th position, then its inputrequirements will still be satis�ed even if other subgoals are pushed in front of it. This property isbecause the set of available parameters increases monotonically.Given this observation, suppose there is an executable ordering V1; : : : ; Vn of the subgoals ofQ0. The subgoal V1 will be added at some point to the ordering by the algorithm because itsinput requirements are already satis�ed by the explicit bindings in the query. Inductively, if thesubgoals V1; : : : ; Vi�1 are added at some point to the ordering, then the algorithm will ultimatelyadd Vi to the ordering, since its input requirements are satis�ed after V1; : : : ; Vi�1 have been added.Therefore, since all subgoals will be added at some point, some ordering will be found. 2Proof of Theorem 4.2: The problem is in NP because we can simply guess an ordering, andcheck whether it satis�es the requirements of the information sources in polynomial time.We show the NP-hardness by reducing the satis�ability problem of 3CNF formulas to ourproblem. Let � be a set of 3CNF formulas, with the propositional variables p1; : : : ; pn and clausesc1; : : : ; cm. We construct a semantically correct plan with n + m subgoals. Each subgoal uses adi�erent information source, and all subgoals have exactly one variable, X . For each of the �rstn subgoals, we have the following capability record: (;; fp1i(X)g; ;; 0; 0), (;; fp2i (X)g; ;; 0; 0) thatis, there are no requirements on the input or selection parameters, but there are two possibleoutputs, either the p1i or p2i parameter. Intuitively, the choice of output determines the truth valueof the proposition pi. The next m subgoals are one for each clause. Suppose the i'th clause isfL1; L2; L3g, where each Li is a literal. The (n+ i)'th subgoal has one capability record. The inputset Sin contains three elements: for 1 � j � 3 it contains p1i (X) if Li = pi and p2i (X) if Li = :pi.The minimum number of inputs is 1 and the maximal number is 3. There are no output or selectionparameters.Clearly, if � is satis�able, there is a way to satisfy the capability requirements in the query.We choose the capabilities of the �rst n subgoals to produce exactly the satisfying assignment tothe variables of � (i.e., p1i (X) if pi is assigned True, and p2i (X) otherwise). The next m subgoalsare satis�ed, since each of the clauses in � are satis�ed by the truth assignment. Similarly, ifthere is a way to satisfy the requirements of the information sources then we can build a satisfyingassignment in a straightforward fashion. Finally, our reduction is polynomial because the query weproduced is polynomial in the size of �. 2References[ACHK94] Yigal Arens, Chin Y. Chee, Chun-Nan Hsu, and Craig A. Knoblock. Retrievingand integrating data from multiple information sources. International Journal onIntelligent and Cooperative Information Systems, 1994.[ACM93] Serge Abiteboul, Sophie Cluet, and Tova Milo. Querying and updating the �le. InProceedings of the 19th VLDB Conference, Dublin, Ireland, 1993.23
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